
Year 8 
Shout out to…..

Honey Angle 8 Leonard
Fantastic effort shown in English, Maths and History

Maths: Really good explanations. On top of that showed 
growth mind-set by retrying questions again
History: For working hard in History and for producing 
a good paragraph.
English: Making progress in lesson and putting in a lot 
of effort. Keep it up!



Year 8 
Shout out to…..

Bashar Bafadhal 8 Kangethe
Fantastic effort shown in English, Geography, Art 

and History
History: Great work today, engaged within the lesson and 
fantastic discussions took place. 
Geography: for resilience, focus and engagement in Geography 
lesson on climate graphs. 
English: Showed progress in developing ideas in "showing" not 
"telling" in their writing. Keep it up.



Year 8 
Shout out to…..

Aaqib Ashar 8 Kangethe
Fantastic effort shown in English, Art, Geography 

and History
English: Showed progress in developing ideas in 
"showing" not "telling" in their writing. Keep it up.
Geography: for resilience, focus and engagement in 
Geography lesson on climate graphs. 
History: Great work today, engaged within the lesson 
and fantastic discussions took place. 



Year 8 
Shout out to…..

Erisa Rada 8 Kangethe
Fantastic effort shown in English, Civics, Geography, 

Art and History
English: Showed progress in developing ideas in "showing" not 
"telling" in their writing. Keep it up.
Geography: for resilience, focus and engagement in Geography 
lesson on climate graphs.  
Civics: On task throughout and shared their thoughts to the 
class
History: Great work today, engaged within the lesson and 
fantastic discussions took place.  



Year 8 
Shout out to…..

Mohannad Omar 8 Kangethe
Fantastic effort shown in Geography, Art, Science, 

Performing Arts, History and Civics!!!
Geography: for resilience, focus and engagement in Geography lesson on 
climate graphs. 
Science: Working hard in lesson and completing work to a high standard
Civics: On task throughout and shared their thoughts to the class
Performing Arts: Excellent Jazz dance performance, especially showing lots 
of control in your turn, well done!
History: Great work today, engaged within the lesson and fantastic 
discussions took place. 

WELL DONE!


